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Description of the System
■■

The NEWORKER MONITORING

■■

SYSTEM is a complete system to

dard Internet browser available on

control production and programming
of the machine parameters.
■■

All information is accessible by stanevery PC, smartphone or tablet PC.

■■

The NETWORKER MACHINE PANEL

This package is composed by the

is a touch panel which is easy to

NETWORKER MONITORING SOFT-

connect to all types and brands of

WARE which collects data from the

machines. It permits the WIFI of the

machines, shows real time status,

Knitting machine to the NETWOR-

stores information in a data base,

KER MONITORING SOFTWARE

offers different statistical views,

which is installed on a server PC.

handles articles, orders and supports production managment.

Key Points
■■

The wireless solution to monitor and
control your manufacturing process

■■

Independent of machine type and
manufacturer

■■

NETWORKER SYSTEM can be
accessed through standard web
browser

■■

no additional software installation on
the user PC

■■

platform independent

Solution Overview
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*Access technology to be
provided by the customer
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Function
■■

The data base and WEB server is

Machine Panel

installed on the server PC. If this PC

Each machine which should be con-

is available with a Public IP address,
it is possible to watch the data from
everywhere by a standard internet
browser (external option: access
technology to be provided by the
customer).
■■

Components

The status of the knitting factory is
displayed e.g.:
■■

Run, stop, error, speed and revolution counter

■■

By selecting menu “Statistics”

nected to the network needs one
NETWORKER MACHINE PANEL. The
NETWORKER MACHINE PANEL will
be connected to the network via WIFI.
Each unit has its own IP address which
can receive and transmit information. All
information, coming from the machine is
collected in the NETWORKER MACHINE PANEL and sent from there via an
access point to a server PC.

there is the possibility to show
and print the production history of
each machine.
■■

By selecting “Log” Data logs of
the events will be shown.

■■

By selecting “Details” actual setting of the machine LFA,
takedown, speed, etc. will be

NETWORKER MONITORING
SOFTWARE consists of the
following modules:

displayed.

Machine room

Articles

The NETWORKER MONITORING SOFTWARE
The NETWORKER MONITORING

Statistics

SOFTWARE is installed on a server PC
to scan the machine information via the
MACHINE PANEL. The data is saved in

Set up

a SQL data base.
The software gives an overview about
the actual situation in the knitting room

Orders

as well as about progress of orders,
machine efficency, available machines,
machine down time statistics and other
statistics.

Operator

Connection Box
The connection box is set between
knitting machine and NETWORKER
MACHINE PANEL. It is prepared for
input connection of:
■■

positive feeders such as MPF

■■

elastane feeders like MER

■■

target stop

■■

LFA Option

The connection box is connected to the
NETWORKER MACHINE PANEL with
one cable.

LFA Option (Loop/Stitch
Length Measurement)

Access to your data from
everywhere

Yarn consumption measuring wheels

Web browser based software to show

are necessary to give the information of

the data on different workstations via

the yarn consumption of the different

intranet or internet.

belts to the NETWORKER MONITORING SYSTEM. With this information

Label Print Option

the system can calculate the weight of

Labels for each roll can be printed. After

the produced fabric. Furthermore the

weighing, the real weight of each roll

system will warn the operator if the yarn

can be entered into the NETWORKER

consumption is out of preset tolerance.

MONITORING SOFTWARE. The content

The LFA option consists of MRT IP de-

of the label can be created individually

vices to measure the yarn consumption

during set up.

of the positive feeders for non- elastic
yarns as well as for bare elastane.
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Machine Room

Machine Room:

For instance the table can show machi-

The machine room is the homepage

ne details such as starting time, order

of the application. It consists of a list

name, article name, the actual machine

showing all machines in the system. This

status, already produced number of fa-

page gives an overview about the actual

bric rolls, order status in graphical view

status in real time of the production

and others. For each defined order the

facility. Information shown on this page

system will show the expected time to

can be defined by the user.

complete the order.

Graphical View:
This is the machine room in graphical
view mode. It can be displayed also
in a full screen mode to monitor on an
individual screen. Each icon represents
a machine to which the operator can
assign a colour similar at the real colour
of the machine.
Depending on actual machine status the
border colour of the icon will change:
green - RUN, red - ERROR, blue - STOP
and gray - OFFLINE. If you move the
mouse over each icon a popup-menu
will be shown to display the information
of the selected machine.

Log of Events:

lution of the fabric roll the event happe-

of status of the machine (RUN, STOP,

This page shows an event log for each

ned including the reference of order and

ERROR, PROGRAM, ONLINE), changes

machine. Every event that happened on

corresponding fabric number. A search

of work shift, parameter changes and

the machine is registered in the data-

system is implemented which allows to

others.

base and displayed with date, type and

search by date and for type of event.

description. It also shows in which revo-

The software is able to record changes

Check:
The “check” page is accessible from
a link in the machine room. This page
shows a comparison in real time between the data defined in the article and
the actual data obtained from the machine. In case the data differs and / or does
not meet the predetermined tolerance
it will be highlighted in red to warn the
user about abnormalities. The tolerance
can be defined for yarn consumption, for
speed and takedown.
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Articles

Article / Edit:

The second tab (feed disposition) allows

are two buttons that allow to calculate

Use the first tab to insert some infor-

to enter the feed disposition. It is possi-

the weight of the fabric or how many

mation like name and description. The

ble to choose up to 16 feeds and up to

machine revolutions are necessary to

machine on which the article will be

3 yarns per feed to match the pattern

produce a certain quantity of knitted

knitted can be selected. Up to 6 belts

which is setup for this article.

fabric.

can be accessed and technical parame-

The third tab (mechanical and producti-

ters could be entered. This data allows
to calculate the theoretical weight of the
fabric.

on) contains all technical fields descriptive for the machine. In addition there

Article List:
The list of items in the system is represented by a table that shows the code
and the description of the article, the
production machine and the status. As
long as the article is not in production,
parameters can be edited

or the

complete article can be changed. A
search function is included.
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Statistics

Statistics

The upper part shows a statistic with

Also a stop statsitic for each stop

The user can select the different options

orders, the bottom part shows the

reason can be generated. It can be

in the drop-down menu for a individual

statistic of a selected machine with the

displayed as graph and table view.

selected time period with options as

corresponding orders. Besides the infor-

follows:

mation about number of rolls, working

■■

all machines

■■

individual machine

■■

machine group

■■

operator

time, stop time and number of events
one can also get the information about
the efficency. Each page can be printed
and exported to Excel.

Statistics:

of time for each order of each event (in

with number of stops and total stop

relation with all events) and the number

time. The time period for this stop sta-

row of an order you get more details

of times each error happened.

tistic can be selectred as well.

and a pie chart that distinguishes the

Stop Statistics:

percentage of working hours, machi-

A seperate stop statistic can be gene-

ne down time and machine down time

rated for each stop reason individually.

due to error messages. There are two

This can be displayed either as graph

histograms representing the percentage

with stop time in total or per machine

By pressing the info button

in the
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Setup

Setup – User Privileges:
This menu allows to set privileges. It is
only accessible by the administrator. For
several menus the administrator defines
who is allowed to view, edit, modify or
delete data in the different main menus.

Setup – Shift:
In this menu working shifts can be
determined independently for each
day. Up to 6 shifts are available.

Setup – Machine Registry:

WARE. It is possible to enter several

les and cams and etc. Also the colour

In this menu the administrator creates

parameters and descriptive text, e.g.

can be defined in which the machine

machines which will be linked to the

single or double jersey machine, manu-

appears in the graphical view of the

NETWORKER MONITORING SOFT-

facturer, model, information about need-

machine room.
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Orders

Order List:

The order can be changed by clicking

The order page shows a list of all the

the appropriate symbol

jobs in the system. These orders are

side of each order. Only orders in stand-

shown in a table that allows the sorting

by can be changed. If an order is com-

of all its columns. The columns are pre-

pleted it gets an icon

sent status (standby, in queue, running,

directly to the statistics. All orders which

completed), order code, description,

are in “running” status have a magnifying

customer, article, machine, weight, start

glass

and estimated finish dates.

information e.g. about the progress.

on the right

which leads

which leads to more detailed

Operator Management

Operator Management
Operator managment allows to assign a
machine to a operator for each shift. In
the statistic section the operator activities can be displayed and analyzed.
A operator database is included and a
entry for each operator can be set up.
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